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COHOMOLOGY FOR THE ERGODIC ACTIONS
OF COUNTABLE GROUPS1

JOEL J. WESTMAN

Abstract. Certain aspects of Mackey's theory of virtual groups

were fitted into a cohomology theory for ergodic groupoids in a

previous paper by the author. Here we relate the groupoid coho-

mology for ergodic groupoids that arise (by Mackey's construction)

from ergodic actions of countable groups to the usual group coho-

mology. In case the countable group is a free group, we find that the

groupoid cohomology in dimension >1 is = ¡0}.

Given an ergodic action of a countable group, G, on a standard

Borel space, X, with G-invariant measure class, C, we form the

ergodic groupoid í as in [4, Example 3.2b] (cf. [2]), the transitive

ergodic groupoid XXGXX =g, and the natural monomorphism,

Ä:iF—>£, (inclusion map). The group cohomology referred to below is

as developed in [3].

Given an abelian Borel group A (as in [4]), we define Ai= {Borel

functions, f'.X-^A} mod equality a.e., with the abelian group

structure defined by pointwise addition of functions. The action of

G on A i is given by y if) =zf-y~1. With the trivial action of G on A,

the map A—*Ai; a—»constant function^«, is a G-module homo-

morphism, and we obtain the short exact sequence of G-modules

0->A -^Ai->Ai/A -»0.

H°(G; A)^¿H°(G; Ai) since the action of G is ergodic.

1.0. Theorem. The long exact sequence (cf. [3, page 116])

0->H°(G;Ai/A)-> ■ ■ • -» H"(G; A) ^ H»(G; Ai)

->fl»(G; Ai/A) -^Hn+1iG; A) -» • • •

is isomorphic to the long exact sequence for h : 5—>£} as given in [4, 4.11 ],

with A as the coefficient group. In particular, Hn(5; A)^.Hn(G; Ai)

and Hn+1(h; A)^Hn(G, Ai/A),for ra^O.

Proof. We will write elements of SF as (x, y) instead of (x, y, y~l x),
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for convenience. For w^O there is a natural Borel isomorphism

SF» -> X X G X G X ■ ■ ■ X G = X X Gn,
n copies

((*> To), (To x, yj, • • • , (yn-2 • • • To x, 7„-0) -> (*, To, 7i, ' • •» T«-i)-

We replace ST" by XXGn by this map, from here on. Let Ab — {Borel

functions : X—*A }. Then the maps, <pn,

<pn:CB(5;A)^Cn(G;AB);

<*>"(/) (To, Ti, • • • , Tn-iX*) = /(*, To, Ti, • • • , Yn-i)

(just the "law of exponents") for w>0, and 0o:Co(íJ; A)=AB, are

bijective. With the action of G on Ab given by y(f) —f o *f"1, we find

by direct computation that the <¡>n's commute with the coboundary

homomorphisms, and accordingly induce isomorphisms 4>n:HB(íí; A)

-^H"(G; AB) for ra^O.

Now let ^4iC= {Borel functions, f'.X—*A such that/=0 a.e. on X}.

Then <pn(Cl(<5; A))QCn(G; Aic) since if/ = 0 on (SF fX')" for an

i.e. SF \ X' of SF then <H/)(7o, Ji, • • • , Tn-i)=0 on X", where

Z"=Z'n7o(X')n • • • n7n_i(Z'), and X" is a null set. Moreover,

iffceC»(GMic)andX7={x:^7)(x)=0}(7 = (7o,Yi, " " '.T.-OGG"),
let X' = n^eG"Xr- Then X —X' is a null set by the countability of

G, and  fa")"1^) =0 on the i.e. 5 \ X' of SF.  Hence <A":Cfc(SF; A)
-^>Cn(G; A-K) is bijective.

We obtain the diagram

0 0

0 -> C?o(SF; il) —-» C"(G; 4to) -> 0

1 I
0 -> Cb(î; A)-► Cn(G; AB) -*0

I I
C"(SF; 4) C(C7; ¿0

1 I
0 0

with exact columns and exact top two rows. Then we extend <f>n to an

isomorphism 0n:O(SF; A)-+Cn(G; Ai), commuting with the co-

boundary maps. Accordingly, we obtain the desired isomorphism

<j>n:Hn(<5; A)->H"(G;Ai) for«^0.

We note that Hl(h; A)^{ Borel functions X—*A such thatf-y^-f

= a constant a.e. for each y EG} mod constants a.e.=G invariant
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elements in Ai/A^.H°(G; Ax/A). Also, the diagram

•ff"(9; -4)-► 3ni5; A)

Un l<t>n

H"iG;A)->H"iG;Ai)

commutes (where \f/n is the isomorphism obtained in [4, Theorem

3.54]). We then fill in the isomorphisms Hn+1(h; A)^Hn(G; Ai/A)

for ra>0 by the 5-lemma to obtain an isomorphism between the

relative cohomology sequence for h'.'S—^ and the group cohomology

sequence

0—Hl(h; A)-^HK<3; A)-*->B»(Ç; A)^>B*(5; A)-*B»+1(h; A)->B"+K<3; A)-* ■ ■ ■

l\\        *l I V 1 *» I 4 r+1 i

O^&Cs-.—^-tnKGiA)-*->B»(G; A)-+H»(G; AO^B'fG; j))-»£T»+1(G; A)-+ • ■ ■

1.1. Corollary. If G is a free countable group, then H'(5; A) =0

for i>l andH*(h; A) =0for i>2. In particular, the long exact sequence

for h becomes v->H\h; A)^H1(G; A)-+Hl(<5; A)-+H2(h; A)->0.

Proof. See reference [3, Chapter IV Theorem 7.3, p. 123]. If

G is a free group and B is any abelian group, any action of G on B,

then Hn(G;B)=0 for ra>l.

Example. Let G be a countable group, H a subgroup of G, X = G/H,

and A an abelian group. Then by Theorem 1, Hn(G; Ai)^.Hn(5; A).

The map XXHXX^Z; (q, $, p)^(q, f(g) -Ü-Cip)'1, p), where
f :X—>G is a section of irlG—>X; g—>gH, is a groupoid isomorphism.

By Theorem 3.54 in [4], H"(5; A)^H"(H; A), and hence H"(G; A{)
=.Hn(H; A). This result holds for arbitrary groups, G, and arbitrary

subgroups, H, as can be seen by working through the proofs, dis-

regarding the Borel conditions in the theorems and definitions and

replacing the "ergodic" requirement by "transitive." Then the result

Hn(G; Ai)^H"(H; A) is the special case of Theorem 4, Chapter 2, §3

in [l ] where the action of G on A is trivial.
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